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Abstract

Current approaches for word sense dis-
ambiguation and translation selection typ-
ically require lexical resources or large
bilingual corpora with rich information
fields and annotations, which are often
infeasible for under-resourced languages.
We extract translation context knowledge
from a bilingual comparable corpora of a
richer-resourced language pair, and inject
it into a multilingual lexicon. The multilin-
gual lexicon can then be used to perform
context-dependent lexical lookup on texts
of any language, including under-resourced
ones. Evaluations on a prototype lookup
tool, trained on a English–Malay bilingual
Wikipedia corpus, show a precision score
of 0.65 (baseline 0.55) and mean recip-
rocal rank score of 0.81 (baseline 0.771).
Based on the early encouraging results,
the context-dependent lexical lookup tool
may be developed further into an intelligent
reading aid, to help users grasp the gist of
a second or foreign language text.

1 Introduction

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task of
assigning sense tags to ambiguous lexical items
(LIs) in a text. Translation selection chooses target
language items for translating ambiguous LIs in a
text, and can therefore be viewed as a kind of WSD
task, with translations as the sense tags. The trans-
lation selection task may also be modified slightly
to output a ranked list of translations. This then re-
sembles a dictionary lookup process as performed
by a human reader when reading or browsing a text
written in a second or foreign language. For conve-
nience’s sake, we will call this task (as performed

via computational means) context-dependent lexi-
cal lookup. It can also be viewed as a simplified
version of the Cross-Lingual Lexical Substitution
(Mihalcea et al., 2010) and Cross-Lingual Word
Sense Disambiguation (Lefever and Hoste, 2010)
tasks, as defined in SemEval-2010.

There is a large body of work around WSD and
translation selection. However, many of these ap-
proaches require lexical resources or large bilin-
gual corpora with rich information fields and an-
notations, as reviewed in section 2. Unfortunately,
not all languages have equal amounts of digital re-
sources for developing language technologies, and
such requirements are often infeasible for under-
resourced languages.

We are interested in leveraging richer-resourced
language pairs to enable context-dependent lexical
lookup for under-resourced languages. For this pur-
pose, we model translation context knowledge as a
second-order co-occurrence bag-of-words model.
We propose a rapid approach for acquiring them
from an untagged, comparable bilingual corpus
of a (richer-resourced) language pair in section 3.
This information is then transferred into a multilin-
gual lexicon to perform context-dependent lexical
lookup on input texts, including those in an under-
resourced language (section 4). Section 5 describes
a prototype implementation, where translation con-
text knowledge is extracted from a English–Malay
bilingual corpus to enrich a multilingual lexicon
with six languages. Results from a small experi-
ment are presented in 6 and discussed in section 7.
The approach is briefly compared with some related
work in section 8, before concluding in section 9.

2 Typical Resource Requirements for
Translation Selection

WSD and translation selection approaches may be
broadly classified into two categories depending
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